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Campus
Show to open: Eugene

O'Neill's "Ah. Wilderness!" opens
Thursday at the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre. The comedy is set at the turn
of the century and stars sophomore
Craig Houk and junior Lisa Borer as
lead characters Richard and Muriel,
two teen-agers who are forbidden to
see each other.
The play will run Nov. 2-4 and Nov.
9-11. Tickets for the production are $6
for adults and $4 for students and
senior citizens. Reservations can be
obtained by calling the box office,
open between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and 4
to 7 p.m. weekdays, at 372-2719.

by Barry Schwetd
Associated Press writer

State
Deer crashes: The month of

November is typically the worst in
Ohio for deer-automobile collisions,
so motorists should be extra cautious
when driving on rural highways, a
state off icialsaid Tuesday.
With the approach of the mating
season, increased hunting and
harvest work, the animals expand
their range, said Joseph Sommer,
director of the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources.
About 28 percent of the annual Ohio
deer-car crashes occur in November,
Sommer said.
"The big thing is they're feeling
sexy this time of year, and they're
looking for does," Sommer said at a
news conference.
The state's deer population is
estimated at 300,000, Sommer said. In
1988, the last year for which figures
were available, 17,540 deer were
killed in collisons with vehicles. In
1987,16,391 deer were killed.

Vacations disasterous: A
Fredericktown, Ohio man took two
vacations this year. Both vacations
for Brad Fearn turned out to be
disasters. Fearn, sales manager for a
travel agency,-was vacationing at
Myrtle Beach, S.C., on a golfing trip
when Hurricane Hugo hit. He also
arrived in San Francisco just in time
for the earthquake.
"It's been a pretty bad year for
vacations. It's just one of those things
that happens,' said Fearn.

Lakes polluted : Nearly half

of the lake acreage in 34 states is
badly polluted or likely soon to
become that way, the Environmental
Protection Agency said Tuesday. The
EPA's latest survey of lake water
quality shows that serious pollution
problems have impaired about
one-fourth of more than 12 million
acres of lakes examined in those
states. Pollution threatens similar
impairment in another 20 percent of
the lake acres.

Groups to be taxed : An

array ot religious groups — from
Hare Krishnas to mainline
Protestants — are siding with
television evangelist Jimmy
Swaggart's ministry in a Supreme
Court showdown over state taxing
powers. The justices Tuesday were to
near arguments challenging
California's taxation of books, tapes
and other merchandise sold by the
Louisiana-based Jimmy Swaggart
Ministries.
Backing California in the dispute
are two organizations not usually
allied in court — the American Civil
Liberties Union and the National
Conference of State Legislatures.
California court rulings forced
Swaggart's ministry to pay the state
$183,000 in back taxes and interest for
1974 through 1981.
But lawyers for Swaggart's
organization say the California tax, as
applied, violates religious freedom
and due process and unduly interferes
with interstate commerce. After
hearing from both sides today, the
nation's highest court is expected to
announce its decision by July.

Cards a failure: In Helena.

Mont., the Legislature thought getting
a bank to issue credit cards with a Big
Sky Country theme would be a dandy
way to raise some extra money, but
bankers don't seem to share the
enthusiasm. No financial institution
Eut in a bid to offer a Montana Card
y the Revenue Department's Oct. 20
deadline.
"I honestly don't know what
happened." Jack Ellery, deputy
director of operations for the agency,
said Monday. "I was surprised
because there was so much interest
(before)."
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports
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The Hate Bug
Senior Walter Emerine removes a section of roof with a cutting torch in the Art Annex Tuesday morning. Emerine is adding an
antiaircraft gun to the back of his 1967 Volkswagen for a sculpture class.

WASHINGTON — President Bush
announced Tuesday he would hold an
unexpected, early summit with Soviet
Leader Mikhail Gorbachev on Dec. 2
and 3 aboard American and Soviet naval vessels in the Mediterranean. An
announcement was also under way in
Moscow.
"It's a chance to put our feet up and
talk," the president said.
Bush said, "I made the proposal,"
for the meeting. He said an arms control summit with Gorbachev will take
place as scheduled next year, "separate and apart" from the two days of
talks next month.
Bush said the Mediterranean meeting would be to permit the two men "to
deepen our understanding." He said
neither he nor Gorbachev expected
"substantial decisions" to be made in
the two days of talks.
"In this time of change, I didn't want
to miss something," Bush said. "I don't
want to have two gigantic ships pass in
the night because of failed communications."
He spoke at a hastily arranged news
conference at the White House. Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze was making a simultaneous announcement in Moscow.
The unusual midwater summit was
to be held one day on an American ship
at sea, and the other day on a Soviet
vessel.
Tuesday's surprise announcements
in Washington and Moscow came at a
time when Bush is under pressure from
congressional Democrats to demonstrate more flexibility in responding to
the dramatic changes in the Soviet
Union and especially in other Eastern
European countries, including Hungary and Poland.
Gorbachev is under pressure of a
different sort at home — to demonstrate that his policies of Perestroika,
or economic restructuring, can improve the daily lives of millions of Soviet citizens.
"Now that the meeting has been announced, I expected there will be an
awful many suggestions as to the subjects to be discussed," Bush said.
He said there was no formal agenda
but that the two men would discuss a
"wide array of subjects." The president stressed that the success of the
summit should not be judged on
whether decisions are reached.
□ See Summit, page 3.

Minimum wage slated for increase
by John King
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — President Bush and the Democratic-controlled Congress agreed Tuesday to raise
the hourly minimum wage to $4.25 by April 1991, a
compromise clearing the way for the first increase in
nearly a decade.
Both the White House and the Democrats made
significant concessions to strike the deal, which for
the first time since the minimum wage was established 50 years ago would allow employers to pay a
subminimum "training wage" to teen-agers with
little work experience.
The compromise ends a lengthy and often bitterly
partisan battle that pitted Democratic congressional

leaders and organized labor against the Reagan and
Bush administrations and business interests.
"No side will get a victory for this," said Rep. Augustus Hawkins, D-Calif., chairman of the House
Education and Labor Committee. "We didn't want
the training wage to begin with but we wanted to depoliticize the thing."
The deal was struck between White House chief of
staff John Sununu, House Speaker Thomas Foley and
House GOP leader Robert Michel. Hawkins and
other lawmakers prominent in past minimum-wage
battles complained about being shut out of the talks.
Some Democrats also said Foley conceded too much.
But they agreed to the deal, which was being drafted Tuesday and, barring unexpected disagreements
over language, will be presented to the House today
as a substitute to a Democratic bill scheduled for a

vote. Senate passage is expected to follow shortly.
Once signed by Bush, the legislation would trigger
a 45-cent increase in the minimum wage on April 1, to
$3.80 an hour, with the jump to $4.25 coming a year
later. The last increase in the minimum wage came
in January 1981, when it increased from $2.65 an hour
to the current $3.35.
The new subminimum, which could be paid to
workers 16-to-19-year-olds for three months, and up
to six months in some cases, would be 85 percent of
the minimum wage.
Democrats and union leaders long have considered
such a "training wage" unacceptable. However, it
became clear that agreeing to the provision was the
only way to win a general increase after conservative Democrats and moderate Republicans helped
D See Wage, page 7.

First registration for First pre-trial hearing
spring classes starts held in murder case
by Jill Novak
staff writer

The first registration for spring
classes using the new STAR System
will begin Nov. 4 continuing through
Nov. 21.
Students who pre-registered for
spring classes through the STAR
system should have received their
temporary schedules in the mail, said
Susan Pugh, director of records and
registration.
On these temporary schedules, the
times students are able to call using the
on-line registration system are prioritized by class (seniors have priority)
and within each class they are prioritized by grade point average and hours
earned, Pugh said.
Students who did not utilize the STAR
system must wait until Nov. 26 for open
registration and drop-add to register
for classes, she said. These students
will have to wait until the 14,477 students who did use the system are registered.
Pugh is "justifiably pleased" at the
number of students who did use the

■ ...v--.v-f. ■ - .

system, because she "figured it would
be lucky if 10,000 students used the
system.
Academic departments were provided with information on the courses
students wanted and the departments
determined the actual number of sections offered based on the number of
resources, classrooms and staff available, Pugh said.
One thing Pugh is worried about is
the small number of students who have
changed their access code because only
3,000 students have changed their code,
and there have already been three
cases of fraud.
When students call the STAR system
and are asked if they want to change
their code, they should answer yes and
pick any new string of numbers, Pugh
said.
Push said the entire process of the
STAR system went "better than anticipated," but there may be room for a
couple of improvements.
For example, students may not have
been getting a fast enough response
time through the system.
D See Register, page 7.

by Beth Church
news editor
Examination of the question of the
constitutionality of the death penalty
was delayed from being discussed during the first pre-trial hearing for Richard E. Fox, the alleged kidnapper and
murderer of an 18-year-old Bowling
Green woman.
Wood County Common Pleas Judge
Donald DeCessna said he had expected
to hear oral arguments from counseling lawyers Tuesday afternoon, but
postponed them after protests from defense attorneys.
A motion was filed earlier this week
by defense attorneys regarding the
constitutionality of the death penalty,
which Fox could receive if convicted in
this capital case.
Arguments instead will be heard at
the next pre-trial hearing, scheduled
for «v».
Nov. 17
.v>.
• • at
« 10:30
.».« a.m.,
c.,..., at
cv which
......... time
~*m.
BG News/John Grieshop
defense attorney John Callaghan said Attorney John Caliaghan defends Richcounsel would be prepared.
ard E. Fox. the alleged murderer and
U See Pretrial, page 7. kidnapper of a Bowling Green woman.
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Equipment not
root of problem
Many drug-related arrests recently have been
made nationally and locally and it seems as
though the war on drugs may be gaining ground
and moving ahead.
But, in the zeal of fighting for such a noble cause,
lawmakers and law enforcers must be careful of
whom they arrest and why.
In the slew of arrests made last week, some people were arrested for selling plant lights and
nydroponic equipment used to grow plants indoors.
Selling plant-growing equipment is legal, but the
problem occurs when the equipment is used to grow
marijuana.
However, the equipment merchants should not be
Bunished for what their buyers are growing. It is
le grower who should be arrested for choosing to
use the equipment in an illegal manner.
Unless the equipment sellers also sell the marijuana seeds or provide information specifically on
marijuana growing, they should not be arrested.
When people are arrested for actions related to
other crimes, a dangerous precedent is set.
Should spoon makers and match producers,
whose products are used in preparing cocaine for
free-basing, be arrested for contributing to the drug
problem? That is an absurd thought.
And equally absurd is arresting merchants who
sell equipment that may be used to grow marijuana. It is not the equipment that is illegal, it is the
way in which it is used.

Work needed
in 'pre-summit'
President George Bush announced yesterday
that he and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
will meet Dec. 2-3 aboard U.S. and Soviet warships
in the Mediterranean Sea to become better acJuainted with each other, paving the way for the
990 summit.
Bush said no formal agenda has been established
and the purpose of the "pre-summit" is to allow the
two leaders to become accustomed to each other.
Though the President made the "pre-summit"
Eublic knowledge only yesterday, the white House
as been working on the meeting for more than
three months. That is quite a long time to set up a
boating excursion.
Furthermore, if the leaders of the two most
powerful nations of the world are going to take two
days to "get acquainted," shouldn't they at least
discuss some policy matters for the countries they
represent?
The time for taking a cruise and socializing is
during vacation — not while working to represent
the interests of one's country.
While it is a good idea for world leaders to be
social with each other, it is not a good idea to take
two days purely for the purpose of just getting to
know each other.
If Bush and Gorbachev are going to meet in
December, in addition to socializing, they should
also discuss foreign policies and issues.
And, if they do plan to discuss policy but do not
want the people of their nations to know it, they
could at least acknowledge that the topics will be
discussed, even if no conclusions will be made.

Straight Talk^Edward A, Dougherty
Dangers of intellectual inbreeding
I met an interesting person
way back at Orientation, but
hardly ever see her. She's in a
different field.
The only reason I know my
neighbors names is because
they put them on their mailbox.
There are fascinating people
who write fiction, but Ihaven't
made the time to get to know
them.
I'm amazed how narrow our
vision gets — taking classes,
reading, hanging out with the
people we always hang out with
— that we miss opportunities to
get to know people. People we
need to decide to spend time
with.
Even this newspaper and this
editorial page can get solipsistlc. The columnists refer to
themselves, the cartoonists borrow each other's characters
(which occasionally venture into
the columns as well) and the
news refers to Bowling Green.
My best example goes back to
when Hugo was roaring through
the Caribbean. The front page
read, "Hurricane devastates
Puerto Rico," but the story
started out: "Eighteen employees from a northern Ohio
company were caught in Hurricane Hugo's deadly path..."

I understand making the news
"meaningful" to the paper's
readers. Audience awareness
and all that. I have to be aware
as I write my column, too. But, I
mean, I know people who live in
Puerto Rico. I wanted to know
what happened.
Then we flip to the editorial
page to waste our time reading
columns that are about writing a
column. Now, what's even
worse, here I am writing a column about columns that are
about writing columns.
This is intellectual inbreeding.
Physically that's illegal; intellectually, it saps the life out of
the creation. Getting so focused
in our work, our major, our
small circle of friends, or our
Significant Other is the same
thing.
I've got to remind myself that
there is a whole world — universe, actually! — that is not an
English major, it doesn't have
anything to do with BG. What
are we to make of this world?
Here we are, students on a
North American college campus, some of the elite of the
world in education, food and
!;oods, but all we can think to
DCUS our attention on is ourselves? We've got to open up.

Erich Fromm started his I960
book, Psychoanalysis and Religion, with the observation that
humanity is closing in on some
of our cherished hopes. If you
look at the criss-crossing network of communications that
brings the whole Earth into our
homes and into our selves, it is
an extension of our mind.
Fromm cites such advances,
and the growing unity of human
communities from separate
entities (Europe 92) as signs of
fulfilling our hopes for unity,
equality, food and shelter for all.
He says, humanity "has created
a new world with its own laws
and destiny."
Then Fromm asks some
pointed questions [corrected for
sexist language]:
"But looking at ourselves
what can we say? have we come
closer to the realization of another dream of humanity, that of
the perfection of the human person* Of loving our neighbor, doing justice, speaking truth, and
realizing that which we are, an
image ofGod?"
Regardless of your spiritual
perspective, we do not live up to
our dreams for ourselves. We
think ourselves into slaveries of
prejudice, jingoism, self-

centeredness and illusions. I
mean, I don't even get out of my
own little universe of University
and Hanna halls.
Let's think big!
We need to perceive possibilities rather than 'problems';
change ourselves rather than
changing the world. Experience
life rather than endure if.
No, I haven't just seen Dead
Poet's Society. I 'm serious.
There are things going on in
the world and in ourselves that
threaten our way of living — not
our standard of living, but the
fact of living. Things like how we
treat the earth and each other —
across the world and across the
hall.
Our basic life-sustainers and
symbols of life itself — air,
water, the soil — are getting
poisoned. Much of it is already
poisoned, while we worry about
which parties we should go to or
what job will make us secure until retirement, and Washington
debates whether burning the
flag should be illegal.
We need to think big to save
ourselves from poison thoughts.
The poisons of small thinking
and mindless action.
Dougherty is a columnist for
The News.

LETTERS
Inconsiderate horn blower disturbs others, robs students ot closs time
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter on behalf of all the students and faculty who were rudely deprived of
valuable class time at 2 p.m.
Oct. 19. You see, (that day)
there seemed to be a traffic jam
in the driveway to the Union
parking lot. This was not so unusual as many of us know. What
was unusual and very annoying
about this particular traffic tarn
is the fact that one individual
who needed to get through decided to use his/her horn. Now
one or two blasts from a horn is

distracting but understandable.
However, this was much more
than that. This particular individual chose to repeatedly blast
his/her horn ana then simply
lean on it. Having been in a
classroom in Hayes Hall which
overlooked this scene, I can verify that it was much more than
distracting. It ended our class
discussion and lecture.
I understand the frustration of
not being able to find a parking
spot, especially on a cold, rainy
day such as that, but there is a
point at which one must move.

Holding up traffic will not make
anyone who currently possesses
a spot leave any faster. As for
being so rude as to lay on the
horn and interrupt our class, I
truly believe there is no excuse.
This display went on for approximately 10 to IS minutes with a
few breaks.
I realize there are many factors to be considered in a situation like this. I feel I must ask
the driver in question if this
noise made the cars move any
faster? More likely it angered
the drivers into holding their

places in line. So next time you
encounter this situation, and we
know you will, please be considerate of the students and faculty who are trying to do their
jobs. After all, if we weren't
here, would you?
NoraCorrigan
1004 Offenhauer West
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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I Emmy-winner to speak
Greaves to discuss his switch from actor to director
by Lori Miller
staff writer

William Greaves, a producer, director, writer,
and actor will be lecturing at the University this
week on why he switched from his role of actor to
filmproducer and director.
"He could have been success-1
ful as a black actor but he felt he
would have more impact as a
producer and director," said
Elizabeth Bishop, organizer of
the event and graduate student
; in American culture studies.
Greaves was the executive
producer of the movie "Bustin'
Loose," which starred Richard
Pryor and Cicely Tyson and
since 1952 has written, produced, Greaves
: directed and edited over 200 films. In 1948, he was
inducted into the New York Actors' Studio with
classmates such as Marlon Brando, Ben Gazarra,
Shelley Winters and Julie Harris.
In 1970, he was awarded an Emmy as executive
producer for "Black Journal," and he also
received four other Emmy nominations.

"He's an outstanding individual. One of the goals
of AAGSA is to increase the presence of AfricanAmerican culture on campus. To bring in a film director like Mr. Greaves would be one more objective to our goal," said Angela Nelson, second vice
president of AAGSA.
._ ,„
_J
Bishop, after hearing him speak at Keene State
College in New Hampshire, asked him if he would
come to the University.
"He had the ability to move an audience and he
only spoke for a few minutes," she said.
Other faculty members in the ethnic studies department are looking forward to his presentation.
"When I heard about him I said, 'This is
someone we must bring to the University'," said
Winifred Stone, associate professor of Ethnic Studies.
"I'm certain all that attend will leave the presentation better informed and aware of the issues," he said.
Sponsored by groups such as The AfricanAmerican Graduate Student Association (AAGSA), the Sociology department, Human Relations Commission, Office of Minority Affairs and
the Ethnic Culture Arts Program (ECAP), the
event will take place Nov. 3 at 7 p.m. in the Gish
Film Theater.

r

News/Pat MlngareU
Senior Scott Fenton uses a computer in the Career Resouce Center and Library at 300 Student Services.
The computer is used to gain information on various careers.

Seat belts emphasized Career workshops offered
Task force goal is to raise belt usage to 70 percent
by J. J. Thompson
reporter

Young people in the 16-24-year
old category account for 30 percent of fatal traffic accidents
each year while only making up
18 percent of the population.
This is one of the reasons Pete
Riesen founded the Seat Belt
Task Force at the University
two years ago.
Riesen, an instructor in the
school of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, founded
the group after receiving funding from the National Department of Highway Transportation to help reduce the number
of traffic fatalities by increasing
seat belt use.
The goal of the task force is to
help increase the compliance
rate, which is the number of seat
belt wearers on campus, to 70
percent by 1990, Riesen said.
Thirty-one states have seat
belt laws, with a compliance
rate of 51 percent nationwide.
In Ohio, before the safety belt
law was enacted, the comfliance rate was only 11 percent
[>r males and 17 percent for females. Now, the rate is currently 51 percent statewide, according to statistics compiled by the
National Safety Council.
At the University, it is estimated the use of safety belts is
at least 6 to
8 percent
higher than the national average, and with this increase the

Seat Belt Task Force hopes to be
close to its goal by May, Riesen
said.
The Seat Belt Task Force,
which currently has groups on
the campuses of The Ohio State
University, the University of
Cincinnati and Ohio University,
has completed projects such as
posting signs, talking to health
classes, bringing a crash simulator to campus, and going to
health fairs.
"The reaction to the projects
from students and faculty has
been outstanding," Riesen said.
"We have had nothing but good
response from the classes I nave
spoken to."
The group has received campus-wide cooperation from University President Paul Olscamp
when he designated the 1988-89
academic year as "Buckle up
Falcons Year."
In addition to creating seat
belt awareness, Riesen also
conducted a visual survey at the
University in April 1989 which
analyzed the number of students
and faculty members who used
safety belts.
Riesen and students from his
Health and Education 362 and
462 classes, visually surveyed
more than 3,000 students and
faculty during different hours in
almost every parking lot on
campus, during a seven-day
period.
To conduct the survey, the
group would stand and count the
number of individuals wearing

seat belts and those not wearing
seat belts.
The survey showed a significant increase in seat bell use
from the last survey taken in
September 1988, Riesen said.
The female faculty-staff
showed a 15 percent increase
and the male faculty-staff
showed a 6 percent increase.
For the students there was a 9
percent increase in the number
of females using safety belts,
and the males had a 1 percent
increase.
"We would have liked for (the
results) to be better," Riesen
said. "I'd be a lot more pleased
if (the use of safety belts) was 70
percent. (But) we had a great
deal of improvement over last
fall and last spring."
Riesen said he believes the
survey is pretty indicative of
campus awareness on seat belts
and is a more accurate account
of seat belt wearers than a written survey.
New surveys will be taken in
both December and May of this
school year, Riesen said.
Riesen said he thinks new
state laws in addition to increased awareness on the advantages of seat belt use would
make it possible for traffic accidents to lose their ranking as the
number one killer of Americans
ages one to 44.
"The new laws will help, but
the numbers of drunk drivers
also needs to be reduced," Riesen said.
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November is both National
Career Development Month and
time for class registration, and
in honor of these two events,
several career-related programs will be offered throughout the month.
NCDM will focus on activities
and resources available on
campus for students. Among
these is the Alumni Career Connection where alumni of various
careers volunteer to share career planning information with
current University students.
The Center For Career Resources consists of educational
and occupational information to
assist students who are trying to
determine long range career
goals.
There is also a two-hour credit
course. Career and Life Plan-

H
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C
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m
H

ning, CAO 131, that assists students with career-related issues.
The programs will be set up as
a mini-career development
course and touch upon the four
steps of career decision making,
said Beth Perry, a University
career counselor.
These steps are selfexploration, career-exploration,
decision-making, and realitytesting.
Other upcoming careerrelated programs are: reaching
your major goals, weighing your
values and stretching your
skills; cycling through the career decision-making course
and jogging through practical
job experience.
The workshops are geared
toward undecided majors and
majors who may be having a
hard time attaching an occupation to their field, Perrv said.
There is a need for this type of

D Continued from page 1.
Bush said he originally proposed the idea of the summit in
July, and got a "very prompt"
and favorable reply from Gorbachev.
The full-scale BushGorbachev summit next spring
or summer in the United States
was announced in September
when Secretary of State James
Baker DJ met with Shevardnadze in Wyoming.
A potential centerpiece is a
new treaty to sharply reduce
long-range nuclear weapons,
provided negotiators in Geneva,
Switzerland, can complete the

Woodland Mall
Cinema
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e My daughter, Robin HiHier received her BSBA from
BGSU in 1986
e My daughter, Rana Wotschak, is a Junior at
BGSU and an Alpha XI.
e I believe students and townspeople need
to treat each other with respect
e I believe tenants' rights should be protected and enforced.
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"Phantom ol the Opera''
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Saturday S Sunday Discount Matinee
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"A Gathering Place'

352-9638 or 354-0056
440 E. Court

HALLOWEEN 5

Sea of Love

$4.00

OPEN 11:00 AM

* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *

PMKOBSY «A». omjom TO* CQUHM.. aniwuwa.Twu.

Oct. 27
thru
Nov. 2

MARK HARMON 1

THE PHEASANT ROOM • 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted for this special
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily

e I represented the Commuter Center on the 1985 BGSU
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocation

WUHCM. UHomtwa

ahead with the session to gain
domestic political points, but "if
that be the fallout, so be it."
An earlier Bush meeting with
Gorbachev could give the administration an opportunity to
underscore its support for the
Soviet leader's program for restructuring the Soviet economy.
Baker said in a speech Oct. 16
that the United States was prepared to provide Moscow with
advice and technical assistance.
He said the program known as
Perestroika presented a "historic opportunity" to make a
lasting improvement in
U.S.-Soviet relations.

Bush said he hoped to talk
with his Soviet counterpart
about his "aspirations for
Perestroika."
As he said many times, Bush
said, "We want to see Perestroika succeed.
"There hasn't been any discussion of agenda items or
something we^e going to take
up.
"We've been on this track for
some time. I've elected to remain very guiet in the face of a
good deal of sentiment that we've missed an opportunity."
Bush said he wasn t going

WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD

e I am a 1986 graduate of BGSU with a B.S. in Social Work

OPPLIGER

The first workshop is scheduled for Nov. 6 at 7 p.m. in Ashley Hall and all of the programs
are free and open to all students.

accord.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
ig|t SPAGHETTI

WHY SHOULD BGSU STUDENTS VOTE PEARL FOR COUNCIL-AT-LARQE? I am Interested In the well being of Bowling Green students as well as that of the townspeople.

PEARL

Brogramming, according to Key Kottke, graduate assistant
adviser for pre-major advising.
About 900 students are currently enrolled in pre-major advising, she said, and people are
also getting nervous because the
STAR System is speeding up the
registration process.
"A lot more students are
aware that they don't know what
they want," Perry said.
Kottke said these programs
help to eliminate the feelings of
despair and lack of direction
common in many undecided
majors.
"They (the programs) will be
showing them what they need to
look at in college and a career,"she said.

Summit

TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00

372-2186

JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO! !!!!!!
FIRST ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING SUNDAY.
OCT. 15. 7:00 PM ROOM 1012 MMAC BUILDING
OR CALL ABOVE PHONE. SPRING QUARTER
CREDIT AVAILABLE . NON-MUSIC MAJORS
WELCOME IN ANY BAND.
..CLARINET
PERCUSSION
FLUTE...

by Michelle Matheson
staff writer

Guinness Stout
Labatts Blue
Moosehead
Warstelner
Woodpecker Cider
Bass Pale Ale

• LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WITH
Jamie & Joe at 10:00 PM
• NOVEMBER SPECIAL
B.B.Q. Pork Sandwich w/ Colby Cheese
only 11.99
• Additions to the Salad Bar
Cranberry Sauce
Pumpkin Moouse
• Jalapeno Cheese at no additional cost.

TASTE OUR COUPONS
Buy Burrito get Nacho
w/ cheese for only '1.00

Any 1 Item
10" Pan Pizza
For '3.00

Pollyeyes Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

Pollyeyes Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

coupon expires 11/15/89

coupon expires 11/15/89

I
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Students aid Red Cross

Raffle offered to help raise money for disaster victims
by Mlchdle Malheson
staff writer

University students are sponsoring a disaster relief raffle to
assist the Red Cross' aid to victims of Hurricane Hugo and the
California earthquake.
The students planned the raffle for this Parents' Day Weekend in an attempt to attract both
the students and parents.
"We feel very lucky that all
our families will be here
together this weekend, but there
are families other places in the
United States that can't be
together now due to the destruction of these natural disasters,"
said Sue Downey, cocoordinator of the raffle and
senior communication education major.
Prizes to be raffled include
gifts from the following area

area merchants who donated the
prizes," said Allen Wuebben,
organizer of the event and senior
graphic design major. "Their
generosity makes our contribu-

unteers from Undergraduate
Student Government, Alpha Phi
sorority, Volunteers Di Progress, the Pommerettes and
many individuals are donating
their time to the raffle.

" We feel very lucky that all our families
will be here together this weekend, but
there are families other places in the
United States that can't be together now
due to the destruction of these natural
disasters."
-Sue Downey, Red Cross raffle co-coordinator

"We're proud to see how our
campus and city have come
together to help people during
this time of disaster, Downey
said.

merchants: Finder's Records
and Tapes, Holiday Inn, Holley
Lodge, Pisanello's Pizza,
SamB's Restaurant, Shooters
Bar and Grill, Soft Rock Cafe,

Toledo Marriott Portside, Uhlman's Department Store, University Bookstore, Woodland
Mall Cinemas and Video Spectrum.
"We're very grateful to all the

tion to the relief effort possible."
In addition to the generosity of
the local merchants, student
groups have also been supportive of the relief effort, vol-

"The disaster victims are suffering many hardships and have
a great need right now/' Downey said. "During this Parents
Weekend, we ask students and
parents to think of the victims of
these disasters and contribute in
any way they can."
The raffle tickets will be sold
in the University Union oval
Wednesday through Friday 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday
8:30 a.m. until noon. Tickets will
be a minimum of $1 donation.

The BG News
is recyclable!

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN
NO COVER
352-9951

Proudly Presents:

REVOLVER

Announcing the 1989 Maumee Valley
Antiquarian Book & Paper Show
Sat., Nov. 4th from 10:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Approximately 50 dealers will offer a variety of
collectable books & paper materials.
Located at Maumee Valley Country Day School
1715 S. Reynolds Rd. - Toledo, Ohio
381-1313
(1 mi. North of Ohio Turnpike Exit 4 on U.S. 20)

BG News/ John Potter

The Big Chill
Junior Scott Chamberlain (left) serves Senior Rita Truderung (right)
at the first Gamma Phi Beta & Fiji "Freeze Frame" Saturday afternoon at College Park. The event featured a scavenger hunt in which
contestants had to take Polaroid pictures of different clues. A picnic
lunch for all contestants immediately followed.

The BG News Classifieds are where it's at!

Tonight only
HOURS: Mon - Sat:
Sunday:

Noon 'till 2:30 AM
2 PM 'till 2:30 AM

faglfoi

365 Days

352-7571

PIZZA

Serving the B.G. area
since 1967

Wood County StiH Cares

AMERICAN
CANCER
:SOCIETY'

Free Delivery
From 11 a.m. Daily

( 945 S. Main St.)

NOW
6 PACK OF COkG
Or Diet Coke
For Only

QQA

Wf

Wltfi Purchase o( Any
LARGE 2ITEM PIZZA
And This Coupon
— — — — — COUPON — — — —

2 Free Coke-Filled
Paglial's
Mugs
With Purchase Of Any
KING SIZE SUB
With Thl» Coupon

OPEN

THE PET HOUSE

— — — — - COUPON-

ANY

2-4-1

LARGE PIZZA

Thick or Thin Crust
2 Med. P»pperoni Pizzas
FOR
„

Of Your Choice

with

"THIS WEEKS SPECIAL"
MICE 89'

5-ITEMS

ONLY $7 00
p.,. Up Ml
f With
<t Th* Coupon

ONLY $Q

--COUPON — — — ———

0
With Tha Coupon

I

,—•— — — — COUPON

420 Louisiana Ave.
--r, Perrysburg
®- 874-6504
• Hours
Mon-Fri 10-8
Sat. 10-5
Sun. Closed

FREE
1/2 ORDER OF
Garlic Bread

2-4-1
Pasta Dinners
00

To Your Door - _
Or In The Store *K
With Tn«a Coupon

WITH CHEESE
WWi ma Purchase ol Any
LABOE SALAD And This Coupon J
- — — — — .COUPON- — — —

1

GARLIC BREAD • PIZZA • NACHOS • CROISSANTS • SALADS • BURRITOS

DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

Vote For Mental Health
Levy Steering Committee. Karl
vogt. Treas
745 Hoskins Rood
Bowling Gfeen, Oho 43402

Political Advertisement

POWARD'S
JL

210 N. MAIN

SUNDAY

Typeset Resumes

$15.00
This is not a coupon.
This Is not a special otter.
This Is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume
at UniGraphics.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

•Photdo— nandudrr«« Second paps-MOO.
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Flight 103 bomb linked to Malta

Hospital dweller guilty of murder

Fox labeled 'cute' in former roles

FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) — Investigators found a trail
leading to Malta as the likely source of the bomb that blew up Pan
Am Flight 103 over Scotland, killing 270 people, prosecutor's
spokesman Jochen Schroers said Monday.
Authorities said a Libyan man may have played a role in the Dec.
21 bombing.
Schroers, of the prosecutor's office, said a suitcase coming from
Malta aboard an Air Malta flight was the "presumed" container for
the bomb.
The suitcase was put aboard the Air Malta flight on the tiny Mediterranean island nation before being transferred to the Pan Am
flight at its originating point in Frankfurt, officials reported.
Other evidence recently uncovered by investigators in Europe
adds to suspicions that the bombing was carried out by the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine-General Command, the New
York Times reported in its Tuesday editions.
Sixteen members of the Palestinian group were arrested in raids
in West Germany in October 1988 and a bomb similar to the one believed to have destroyed the plane was seized in that investigation.
U.S. officials told The Tunes that Mohammed Abu Talb, a Palestinian now being held on terrorism charges in Sweden, has told investigators he retrieved one bomb overlooked in the raids, and passed it to another person.
Officials declined to identify to whom Talb said he passed the
bomb. But they also said Talb was spotted in Malta in October 1988 in
the company of Hafez Dalkamoni, a suspected leader of the Palestinian group who was arrested in the West German raids later that
month.
London's Sunday Times first disclosed the evidence of a possible
Maltese connection. It said the bomb was placed in a suitcase containing clothing made and purchased in Malta.

NEW YORK (AP) — A homeless man who said he secretly lived in
a hospital storeroom and roamed the corridors in surgeon's garb
was convicted of raping and murdering a pregnant doctor in her office at the hospital.
Steven Smith, 23 admitted strangling Dr. Kathryn Hinnant at Bellevue Hospital on Jan. 7.
The state court jury rejected Smith's attorney's claim he was insane and therefore wasn't responsible for the crimes.
Jurors deliberated less than two hours before accepting the prosecutor's argument that the insanity plea was a ruse by a streetsmart defendant.
Hinnant, 33, who was five months pregnant, was found by her husband, Eric Johnson, the morning after the killing in her fourth-floor
office in the 1,200-bed hospital.
The defendant's mother, Marian Smith, said, "He didn't have a
ghost of a chance with the ghosts in that courtroom."
Smith was convicted of all counts: intentional murder, murder
during commission of another felony, rape, robbery and sodomy. He
could be sentenced to a maximum of 50 years to life in prison. Justice James Leff said sentencing was set for Nov. 21.

NEW YORK (AP) — Michael J. Fox was called "cute" and
"charming" after his initial success, but he didn't like the labels.
He then tried a dramatic role in "Light of Day," which bombed,
and a comic role in "Secret of My Success," which was a huge success.
"So I came to realize that I'm not interested in yielding to cynicism and saying you can't be at all appealing or accessible or there's
something wrong with you," he said in November's Gentlemen's
Quarterly. "And if I get branded 'McActor,' it's not my problem, you
know."
Fox, who is filming two sequels to his hit. "Back to the Future,"
said in his next film, "The Hard Way," he plays a TV star who feels
guilty about becoming rich playing lightweight comedic roles and is .
determined to prove himself as a dramatic actor.
"Actors take on roles for a lot of reasons, and you can read
whatever you want into this one," he said. "I think I can have fun
with it"

According to testimony. Smith told police he sometimes slept in a
storeroom on the hospital's 22nd floor and walked around unnoticed
in surgical garb and carrying a stethoscope. He claimed he watched
operations, slept in the doctor's quarters and visited patients'
rooms.
Smith's lawyer, Marvyn Kornberg, argued that Smith deliberately left clues at the scene so police would find and hospitalize him.
As proof of Smith's insanity, Kornberg cited medical records back
to when his client was 14. Almost all say Smith has low intelligence,
delusions, and hallucinations.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Entertainer Bette Midler will be $400,000
richer thanks to a juryaward against an advertising agency for imitating her voice in a TV commercial, but she called it a victory for
ethics.
A U.S. District Court jury decided Monday that Young & Rubicam
violated Midler's rights by imitating her voice.
In a statement, the agency called the award "unfortunate but
bearable."
"I hope my victory will in a small way contribute to higher ethical
standards in the advertising field," Midler said in a statement. "I
also hope it will cause companies to pause before they knowingly
and willfully trod on the property rights of others."
At the trial, Midler testified, "I don't do commercials," and said
one of her former backup singers was hired to perform the song "Do
You Wanna Dance? " for a 1986 Mercury Sable car commercial.
Midler, who has appeared in such films as "Beaches" and "Outrageous Fortune," filed the lawsuit against Young & Rubicam seeking $2.5 million in damages. A claim by Midler against Ford was rejected last week.

STATE / LOCAL

Midler impersonated, wins lawsuit

Convention to stress self-esteem

Winkle, McHugh supported in poll

CINCINNATI (AP) — Business and education leaders from
around the nation meet in Cincinnati this week to discuss ways to
build self-esteem in students and adult employees in hopes of combating a variety of social ills.
Cincinnati businessman Bill McGrane, who is co-sponsoring the
convention along with the California-based National Council for SelfEsteem, said Tuesday he is involved because he believes people can
better their lives and throw off destructive habits by improving their
personal images.
"My commitment is to raise the level of awareness," McGrane
said. "I'm not saying it's a panacea. It's hard work ... because the
layers put on us while we're growing up are hard to take off."
The three-day conference begins Friday at the Albert B. Sabin
Cincinnati Convention Center, featuring a dozen main speakers and
about 50 workshops. Organizers said they expect as many as 2,000
people from across the country to attend, including educators and
business executives.
Participants are to address the impact of self-esteem in combating illiteracy, absenteeism and chemical dependency and in improving worker productivity, individual values and business ethics.
Improved self-esteem can manifest itself in more successful personal and business relationships and can help fight involvement in
drugs and crime, McGrane said.

TOLEDO (AP) - Embattled Fire Chief William Winkle, who has
been accused of making racist and sexist remarks, should not be
fired, according to 47 percent of the residents surveyed in a poll published Monday.
The Gallup Organization telephone poll of 807 Toledoans, conducted Oct. 23-25, shows that 47 percent of the respondents favor keeping
Winkle as head of the Fire Division, while 32 percent of those surveyed want him removed. The poll said 21 percent of those surveyed
had not decided whether to chief should stav or go.
The Gallup poll, conducted for 77ie Blade of Toledo, has a margin
of error of 3.6 percentage points.
The poll was the second one released in the last two days by Gallup
concerning Toledo issues.
On Sunday, a poll showed that John McHugh led Mayor Donna
Owens among those surveyed about Toledo's mayoral race.
Forty-eight percent of those surveyed said they would vote for
McHugh, 58, a Democrat, in the Nov. 7 general elections. 37 percent
of the respondents said they would vote tor Owens, 53, a Republican,
who is seeking her fourth two-year term. 15 percent of those surveyed said they were undecided.
The mayoral telephone poll of 807 people, which also was conducted from Oct. 23-25, has a margin of error of 3.6 percentage points.

NEW YORK (AP) — Let history record that on Nov. 10, those willing topay $9.50 for some, er, culture can see "Thunder and Mud," a
ey-TV special that features heavy metal rock, female mud wresng and... Jessica Hahn.
There may be those who say. "You're kidding."
To them, Jessica Hahn would say that there will be such a show,
that it runs 90 minutes, that she is the hostess and that "it's not
Masterpiece Theater.' It's a little crazy."
"I'm fust there for thep.r., if you ask me," says the former church
secretary, whose sexual encounter with television evangelist Jim
Bakker led to his loss of the PTL empire in 1987.
Bakker has been sentenced to 45 years in prison and fined $500,000
for defrauding his followers for his own enrichment. Hahn now lives
in West Hollywood, Calif., where she gave several interviews about
him last week.
She told reporters she wasn't satisfied with the sentence given
Bakker. She is pretty much talked out about him, she now says. But
she's fully aware that "it's always going to be identified with me because, in one sentence here and there (in interviews), I'm always
asked about it."

Mom free after charges dropped

Girl missing from shopping center

Former president distorts hero image

DAYTON (AP) — A Dayton woman who had been indicted on
charges of raping her four sons has been freed after she passed a polygraph test and a prosecutor dropped charges against her.
"If it hadn't been for my family, I would have lost it in there," said
Tamera Bozarth, 29, after she left the Dayton-Montgomery County
Jail on Monday.
Bozarth had been indicted a week earlier on four counts of rape
after her ex-husband and a counselor with the county prosecutor's
office said the boys indicated their mother forced them to engage in
sex with her and each other.
Dayton Police Lt. John Compston confirmed that Bozarth had
passed a polygraph and said the investigation was continuing.
Bozarth has been separated from her ex-husband, who lives in Indianapolis, since 1981. In August 1988, he got custody of the children,
now ages 12,10,9, and 8. Their divorce was final earlier this year.
Bozarth said among inconsistencies in the charges against her
were claims that the rapes happened during a 12-month period during which her husband had custody and she saw her sons only twice.

BAY VILLAGE, O. (AP) — A 10-year-old girl who disappeared
Friday from a suburban Cleveland shopping center was still missing
Monday, and police were trying to come up with a roster of people at
the shopping center at the time of the incident.
Police from Bay Village were joined by police from other jurisdictions and FBI agents during the weekend and Monday in a search for
Amy Mihaljevic, described as 4-foot-10 with blonde hair and weighingabout 90 pounds.
Classmates said Mihaljevic told them a family friend whom she
had not met intended to take her shopping.
She was last seen at the Bay Square Shopping Center, police said.
Bay Village police said Sunday night that the man who met the girl
at the shopping center knew her family, but there was no elaboration.

DALLAS (AP) — Former President Lyndon B. Johnson bragged
he was a World War II hero, but he actually observed only 13
minutes of combat, according to a book to be published next year.
An excerpt from the book "Means of Ascent" published Monday in
the New Yorker magazine claims the Silver Star that Johnson said
he won for his heroism in World War II was merely a political gesture made by Gen. Douglas McArthur
The book, written by Robert A. Caro, will be the second volume of
his comprehensive biography of Johnson, covering the former
president's "hopelessness and despair" from 1941 to 1948.
Caro writes that in the years after the war Johnson "portrayed
himself as a war-scarred veteran of many battles on many fronts."
Actually, Caro says, Johnson saw combat in the South Pacific,
only as an observer, ''for a total of 13 minutes."
''Not only did Johnson accept the Silver Star," the New Yorker
serialization says, "he arranged to accept it in public. Several times.
Buying the decoration (in an Army-Navy store in Washington), he
took it to Texas, where, in a number of public appearances, it was affixed to his lapel as if for the first time.''

Police Sgt. David Wright said Monday that police had urged
anyone who was at the shopping center between 1 and 4 p.m. Friday,
wheth er or not they knew anything about the case, to call police and
identify themselves.

6th Annual Ethnic Studies Conference

CROSSROADS TO THE 21ST CENTURY:
ETHNIC ARTS: "The Cultural Bridge"
November 2, 1989 Lenhart Ballroom - University Union
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
LITERARY
ARTS (Symposia)
FOCUS: 9:00 AM

Hahn to hostess mud wrestling show

Bane, a Mannc Corps (IfficfT can open ihe door m opportunities
you mayhave though! wen- beyond yourrrach It helpedMannr
Ofl5<CT CtanVsrWoenbecotne a \VSA astronaut Andfyoure
writing to make the commitnieni.« could help you abo Vou can
Hel started whileyoufe In college with our Platoon Leaders
Class program You could lake
advantage ofaBfJC
■ JlOOimonlh while in school
■ Freshmen and .Sophomores train
during two SB week summer ses
sums each paynt more Jian 11200

■ Juniors inun In one lcn-week summer session and earn
more than $2100
• Free cMHanJvinjt lessons
■Astarar«salaryofniorei'an$20,000
Immediately upon graduation you couldhrcomr a Marine
Officer lls your choice
Maybe you're the kind of
man we're looking (or

We want vou
togpasfar

PERFORMANCE
ARTS (Symposia)
FOCUS: 1:00 PM

D. T. WARD
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: "Douglas Turner Ward"
Actor-Playwright, Artistic Director

8:00 PM

THE NEGRO ENSEMBLE COMPANY, INC. (NEC)
NOON:

Performance Medley-Area Artists
Featuring "The Murphys"
Panelists:

Jon Michael Spencer
Katrlna Hazzatd Gordon
Ronald Dorris
Barbara Molette

C. MURPHY

K IIAZ/ARD GORDON

J.

J.MTSPENCER

B. M

D. MURA

P MORA

R DORRIS

Pat Mora
David Mura
Diane Gloncy
Carlton Molelte

* ONGOING ART/BOOK EXPO *
* CULTURAL PERFOMANCES *
ALL ACTIVITIES FREE
(FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (3722796) DEPARTMENT OF ETHNIC STUDIES

»♦•••

Accepting applications for pilots now.
Call collect 313-973-7070/7501.
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Wahrman looks ahead Herald to run for Ward 4
by Gr«a Pl«gen«
city editor

Judy Wahrman is the Democratic candidate for Ward 4 in
the Bowling Green City Council
race. She has been a resident of
Bowling Green
for 22 years.
Sbehasbeena
member of the
Wood County
Council on Alcohol and Substance Abuse
for eight
years, a block
captain for the
recycling pro- W«hrm«n
gram inner neighborhood and a
member of the Bowling Green
Parents Club.
What do you think is the single
mott important issue facing
BG? "I think the most important
issue facing BG in the 1990s is

solid waste removal and recy.. cling is part of that. I think BG is
in good shape because of the recycling done so far."
What makes you more qualified than your opponent? "I
think you need a certain maturity and ability to see the forest
through the trees, and have the
ability to work both with all
kinds of groups and be a team
player."
Where do yon stand on student
housing expanding into residential sections? And the quality?
"We now have a Master Plan
that was Just adopted by City
Council this year that spells out
where high density housing may
be constructed. Basically, there
are limited areas where any
apartments can be built. I think
it would be very helpful if we
could designate any adjacent
area with significant buffers to
satisfy both residents and students."

Where do you stand on building fraternity and sorority
houses in residential areas? "1
think they need a designated
area with easy access to camEus. I think they could be easily
itegrated into the community,
but not with present zoning laws.
I think what happened to the Pi
Beta Phi sorority is a horror."
How can the city aid the college research/enterprise park?
How will the development help
BG? "The city has already
aided it, they are already putting in underground utilities.
The greater our economic diversify and the more businesses
we can attract to BG, the more
tax dollars will be available."
What would yon like to accomplish during your two-year
term as a City Council member?
"I would like to help the city
determine its course into the
year 2000."

by Greg Plagens
city editor

William Herald is the Republican candidate for Ward 4 in
the Bowling Green City Council
race. He has been a resident of
Bowling Green I
for If years
and has served \
three terms as I
a City Council
member, as
acting presi-\
dent of City
Council and
acting mayor |_

of BowlingHm^

Green.
What do you think is the single
most important issue in BG?
"Although we've resolved
many issues, there are still
many facing Bowling Green. A
characteristic of all these issues
is that they involve balance:
balancing city services with re-

sources, balancing the interests
of different groups of citizens,
balancing proper economic development while maintaining
our small-town atmosphere."
What makes yon more qualified than your opponent?
"Basically, my knowledge of
city operations and concern for
citizen input. I've worked over
2000 council hours and I have a
food understanding of the ward.
ve come to know my ward
through many encounters with
the citizens, tor example, ward
meetings and annual questionnaire/surveys. I've created an
opportunity for citizens to let me
know what's on their mind."
Where do you stand on student
housing expansion into residential areas? And the quality?
"We should be rigorous in our
zoning enforcement. For example, we've increased the manpower in our zoning enforcement. With federal funds we
have rental rehabilitation loan

programs. We should continue
to work with the
City/University relations committee to continue making students aware of what actions they
can take."
Where do yon stand on building fraternity and sorority
houses in residential areas? '1
would certainly consider fraternity and sorority houses in residential areas if it's in conformance with zoning, follows the
city Master Plan and was not
opposed by the surrounding
neighbors.'
How can the city aid the college research/enterprise park?
How will the development help
BG? "We have provided resources for the development of the
research park. We can further
assist by doing our part to encourage business/industry to
locate there. This will not only
help BGSU, but with appropriate development it will add to
G See Herald, page 7.

McGeein to run unopposed for Ward 3
by Wynne Everett
staff writer
Robert McGeein is the onlv
candidate running for Ward 3 w
the Bowling Green City Council
race. He has been a resident of
Bowling Green
for 21 years.
McGeein has
been a member of the city's Planning
Commission
for seven
years, and the
Board of Pub- _
he Utilities for McGeein
two years and
has sat on state-wide committees for the Ohio Board of Regents. McGeein has served as a

temporary City Council member
since May.
What do yon think is the single
most important issue in BG?
"There is no issue or question
or concern in Bowling Green
that stands head and shoulders
above any other. There are
some that are more important,
but there are none that stand
head and shoulders above the
rest."
Why do you think you are running unopposed?
"I really can't answer that.
Decisions that individuals make
about running or not running are
unique to that person and there's
no way I can speculate the

reasons.
Where do yon stand on student
housing expansion into residential areas? And the quality?
"There are some characteristics of students that the longterm resident does not have.
They tend to have a lifestyle that
is different than what you would
find in a family that had children around the house. The two
lifestyles come in conflict. The
only way that I know of to begin
is by having both groups accept
the responsibility of respecting
the other one because that's the
only way it's going to work. If
the students don't respect the
family-type resident next to
them, or the family-type resident doesn't respect the student,

and make accomodations
wherever they can, the friction
is going to continue."
Where do you stand on building fraternity and sorority
houses in residential areas?
"I believe the city must make
some accomodation to provide
areas within the city to build
fraternity and sorority housing.
Where that is best located Is
currently being discussed by residents, by students, by City
Council, by planning commissions, by the city administration. My basic feeling is that
students are residents nere and
the city ought to be able to identify some way to have them live
in an area that meets their needs
and do it without unnecessary

conflict with their neighbors."
How can the city aid the college research/enterprise park?
How will that development help
BG?
"The research/enterprise
park is one of the most exciting
things that I've been associated
with in a good number of years.
For the city and University to
cooperate in working through
questions of transportation
—conversion of two-lane roads
into four-lane roads, the provision of utility service to the
park. All of these things are currently being discussed, and the
attitude that we all bring to the
discussion is basically not 'if'
it's going to be done but 'how'
and how soon.' As firms locate
there, the economic base of the

city is going to strengthen and
broaden. It's also going to
strengthen the ties of the University with industry.
What would you like to accomplish during your two-year
term as a City Council member?
"There are a number of things I
would like to accomplish. Perhaps the first one that I would be
spending the most time on is to
do what! can to ensure that the
budget process targets available
funds for essential city services.
A city that is clean, safe and
well-maintained is a desirable
place to live. Some services are
perhaps best handled by private
enterprise and I don't think the
city ought to get into those services."
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With Macintosh
you can even do this:
Macintosh'computers have always been easy to use. But theyVe
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there!? no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money

The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 3L
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Minister still fights racism
Weary activist wonders where tomorrow's leaders are
USA Today-CIN

More recently, Evans has
worked with the Rev. Jesse
Jackson on Operation PUSH and
on Jackson's presidential cam-

An old warrior of the civil
rights movement is weary. And
he wonders who will replace his
generation of leaders.
"I wonder where the champions of tomorrow are," said the
Rev. Clay Evans, 64.
"I've been in it a long time,
and I'm tired. Others that I
know are tired. We have become
seniors now."
Clay said he fears today's
young people have become too
complacent.
"Some of them who were born
after the assassination of Dr.
(Martin Luther) King (Jr.)
don't even remember him, he
said. "They don't know anything
about Jim Crow, segregation,
racism and prejudice. They fail
to know how sinful it is and how
degrading and dehumanizing it
is. And I don't know whether
they are willing to stand up and
fightEvans introduced King to Chicago at a time when then-Mayor
Richard Daley was claiming
there was no racism there. King
found Chicago even more racist
than Alabama and Georgia.

jion and civil rights have
always mixed, Evans said. The
civil rights movement drew its
fiery and evocative oratory
from the pulpit.
"I've always felt a black minister is about the freest person a
black community has, Evans
said. "We can afford to be more
vocal than anybody else."
Because the black gospel is
holistic, Evans said black churches look beyond the problems
of the soul.
"We believe if people are to
have full potential and freedom
of body, soul and mind, we must
be concerned about where they
go to school, the groceries they
eat. where they five, how they
make a living — the whole
thing," he said.
Evans's early life prepared
him to be a foot soldier in the
civil rights struggle.
He grew up poor in Brownsville, Tenn., which he called the
most segregated, prejudiced
small town in the South.
"We lived in a tin-roofed
house, and I could look up and

by Dave Goodwin

l
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"We're moving as rapidly as
we can," DeCessna said. "We
have 90 days to have this case
tried and that time frame does
not leave us much mobility."
"It is necessary to have a pretrial hearing every two weeks to
handle all of the details of a case
of this magnitude," he said.
Callaghan also said he anticipated the filing of a motion of
suppression of evidence, concerning the transcript of Fox's
confession which Wood County
Prosecutor Alan Mayberry originally filed with another motion.

Callaghan further mentioned
a motion for a change of venue,
which may be entered before the
next pre-trial hearing.
DeCessna also suggested an
alternative attorneys nave to a
jury trial for Fox.
"Both counsels should discuss
the possibility of a three-judge
panel," he said. "The court
must do a lot of planning for a
jury, including sequestering a
jury, making motel arrangements, and setting up 24-hour
surveillance."
He said the attorneys should
discuss this option and notify the
court as soon as they have made
a decision.

* With a Perm or Color Service *
*■ receive a free gift pack valued *
*
at $23 with this ad
*

Bush sustain a veto of a minimum-wage bill passed by Congress earlier this year.
In siding with Bush, those
lawmakers argued that emEloyers would De reluctant to
ire youths for part-time and
summer jobs if the minimum
wage was increased without an
accompanying subminimum.
For his part, Bush gave up
nine months from his offer to increase the minimum wage to
$425 in January 1992, and he
also conceded ground on the
training wage. He had deman-

Herald
C Continued frompage6.
the quality of life for all of BG.
For example, through the addition of jobs and tax space."

352-4101

181 S. Main

What would you like to accomplish during your two-year
term as a City Council member?
"In the next two years I'd like to
see us continue our recycling
effort and sidewalk program
(replacing and adding). I would
like to also see the completion of
the Poe/Haskins intersection
which will be finished next year.
I'd like to see next year's completion of the water reservoir
near the Maumee River.

y^hWiklerness!
November
2, 3.4 and 9,10,11
at 8 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

Register
O Continued from page 1.
Also, the STAR system vocabulary might be "a little
wordy," she said, but comments
have been very good about the
system in general.
Any proposed changes will be
taken back to the committee for
discussion and student and faculty feedback will be examined
first, Pugh said.
In addition to spring semester
registration, students will be
able to make temporary course
requests for the fall semester
between Nov. 26 and Jan. 28,
Pugh said.
Course catalogs containing
class times and section numbers
will be distributed to all students
with a campus address today,
Pugh said. Students who live offcampus need to pick up a copy of
the catalog in the Office of Registration and Records in the
Administration Building.
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TO BE WON!!!
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CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
rnCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student la EWglWe for Some Type ot
Financial AW Reg»rdle*» or Grade* of Parental Income.
• W* have • data bank ot over 200,000 Mating* ot acholarahlp*, ktWow•hlp.. gr.nu. and loan*, repreeentlng over tlO MIHon in private eector
funding.
• Many Kholarahlp* am given lo itudent* baaed on thek academic Interwt*.
career plan*, family heritage and place ol r»*ldenee.
• There* money available for »tud*nt» who have been newtpaper earner*,
grocery dark*, cheerleader*. non-*mok*r*
etc.
• Rnultt GUARANTEED
CALL
ANYTIME

BIRCHWOOO PLACE 650 SIXTH ST
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

All residents *« rta.« memtentrito EKIV**0M to CwywooO MaaKfi Spa
ConttfeW tK*M« to> men and, woman
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Haatad Poo)
• Metro Sauna
• Mew Weight Equipment
• Comptata EiartlM Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available
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352-4143

"The Best in Main-Stream Rock"
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Wednesday
College ID
Night
free admission
with valid ID.
BUSCH BY
THE BUCKET

Tuesday
Singles Night
BUD LIGHT
NIGHT
REDUCED
PRICES

Thursday
Ladies Night
No Cover tor the
Ladies

Monday
Monday Mania &
Football Night
no cover
tree video games 8
pool tables

Happy Hour Every Night form 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hilt), Toledo 531-1311
THIS WEEK FEATURING SCHOOL BOY CRUSH FRI - SAT • SUN
Coming Nov. 6 • ONE NIGHT ONLY - PHYSICAL GRAFFITTI
A TRIBUTE TO LED ZEPPUN

<r SIGN-UPS START OCT. 30 AT
O
^©OFFICE-UNION 3rd FLOOR

8
2

Feaiu'et
2 0*000'" 1 i Of*
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E ■»* evae CMW - *wn CIOMI
Ow naw anO CMUIQ
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Pate VM ante II«M
Soune conOAonM '

PIEDMONT APTS.

Sunday
Quarter Beer
Night

7-10 p.m.

O

Monday ■ Fridsy

Friday and Saturday
reduced cover belore 9:00 p.m

| (SS§)€UCHA€ TOURNAMENT"
NOV. 6th AND 7th

I

835 Mtgn St ■ Harte. Otftce
Locfd at Cherrywood H—m Spa
9 00 • 4 30

BCSt ITiWtrc pctWfltR

ss^s Woodsy Owl fors=»
Clean Water
GAMES

Enjoy Good Living m '69 with

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

EUGENE O'NEILL'S

ded a six-month provision for all
workers regardless of their age
and prior work experience.
The compromise affects only
teen-agers, and the subminimum could not be paid to any
worker with six months work
experience. Employers also
would have to certify to the
Labor Department mat they
were providing skills training to
get permission to pay the subminimum to workers with threeto-six-months experience. That
provision, provided the government enforces it, should discourage employers from avoiding paying tne minimum wage,
Democrats said.

$ GAMES

"By its very nature, America
is racist," Evans said. "You really have to fight to maintain, so
that the doors will stay open.
That is one struggle I really
don't think we can ever give
up."

exp. Nov 13
or while
supplies last

Wage
C. Continued from page 1.

But Evans soon felt the call to
the ministry, and so began the
long years of hard work ooth in
the church and in civil rights.
Today, he says he devotes his
time to "making the world a better place to live." He refuses to
take false pride in his accomplishments and attributes his
accomplishments to the blessings of God.
But Evans said there is still
much wrong in the country today.
The family unit is breaking
down. Drugs and AIDS are on
the rampage. Government is
moving backwards in civil
rights. White liberals are turning into conservatives.

9112 month Leases Available

Bowling Green resident Doug Merrill browses at the card show at
the Woodland Mall on Saturday. Merrill said the show had a pretty
impressive selection of sports trading cards. The next show at
Woodland Mall will be on Dec.9 and 10.

C Continued from page 1.
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Heroes Under Glass

Pretrial

see the stars at night through
holes in the roof, look down and
see the doss and chickens
through the floor," Evans said.
"There were eight or nine of us
in a two- or three-room house,
but if we didn't have money we
had love."
And love wasn't all he got. His
devout mother also made sure
Evans and his siblings got a
healthy dose of religion.
"That was the philosophy of
black people back then, because
they didn't have houses or land,
no 40 acres, no mule, nothing,
Evans said. "It was simply,
"Give me Jesus.'"
But if religion made poverty
easier to bear, it couldn t wash
over racism. When a black man
tried to organize a chapter of the
NAACP in Brownsville, he was
killed and thrown in the river.
At 21, Evans moved to Chicago, hoping for equality and the
chance to become a mortician.
The only successful black man
in Brownsville had been a mortician.

For A Free Brochure
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leers set for early test BG's Dackin nurses
sore throwing hand

by Don Hensley
sports editor

Only three weeks into the
season, the Bowling Green
hockey team is preparing for
one of its biggest stretches of the
season.

With the Falcons having
opened the year with a 3-3 mark,
they are now set to face Michigan, Michigan State and Lake
Superior in the next three weeks
—all of which were tabbed
ahead of BG in the preseason
Central Collegiate Hockey Association polls.
"The next three teams we
have on the schedule are considered the top three in the conference," BG nead coach Jerry
York said. "Hopefully after we
play them we will move into one
of those spots." But, for the Falcons to make a move to the top,
they will have to improve on defense, where in six games they
have given up 30 goals.
"Our defense is definetely a
concern right now," Falcon cocaptain and defensemen Kevin
Dahl said. "It isn't just one area
or one person — every goal is
something different.
"We have to get it down to

where everyone is playing good
defense."
One of the reasons the Falcons
have had a hard time stopping
the opposition is that in the 32
times they have been forced to
kill penalties, they have given
up 13 goals.

"Our penalty killing must get
a lot better if we are to get better," York said. "I think we can
accomplish this if we start doing
a better job forechecking."
One of the things that should
aid the cause on defense is junior Rob Blake seems to have returned to form after having
missed two games against Ohio
State earlier this season with a
back injury.
"This last weekend (Western
Michigan) he was a dominant
player on defense," York said.
I think he has the potential to
be the best player in our conference when he's healthy."
Another intangible that should
help the Falcons over the long
haul of the season is the younger
players are constantly learning.
With the defense possessing
two freshmen — Paul Basic and
Ken Klee — along with Derek
Hopko, who saw limited action
last season, they should only get
better with time.

"With the freshmen just coming in, they haven't seen what
the upper- classmen have all
seen, Blake said. "That's why
we have to set a standard for
them."

If there is one area that is
already in late season form, it's
the offense where two-time
Hobey Baker finalist Nelson
Emerson is playing the best
hockey he has played since he's
been at BG.
"Nelson is at the top of his
game right now, and is playing
as well as he has in all four years
here," York said. "The key is he
is really skating — he is really
getting up and down the ice."
Along with Emerson, the Falcons are getting strong scoring
support from Dan Bylsma (8
goals), Matt Ruchty (6) and
MarcPotvin(5).
But, this weekend the Falcons
will hope to get everything clicking on all cylinders as their
league rivals begin making a
path to the BG Ice Arena.
"The top teams in our conference really have solid rivalries," York said. "When they
Elay each other, some of the best
ockey is played in the nation."

by Andy Woodard
sports writer

A hand injury kept quarterback Rich Dackin
out of Saturday's Miami game until late in the
first quarter. That may have cost Bowling
Green a victory.
Erik White, a redshirt freshman who replaced Dackin, failed to direct the offense to a
first down in his only two series of the game.
On the opening drive, White's second pass, intended for Reggie Thornton, was intercepted by
Miami's Scott Barnett That set up the Redskins' first touchdown.
The next series ended when White overthrew
Thornton on a third-and-nine play from the BG
11-yard line. That resulted in good field postion
for Miami and a field goal nearly four minutes
later.
The Redskins ended their 20-game winless
streak with a 17-13 victory.
With Dackin in the game, the Falcons' offense
was able to move the ball but often stalled near
midfield.
Last week inpractice, Dackin rested his hand
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday while
White worked with the first team.
On Thursday, Dackin began to practice.
"We had decided to start Erik. We could have
backed out of it on Saturday, but I had already
made up my mind," Ankney said. "I could say
now that I shouldn't have started him, but like a

lot of decisions you make, there's nothing you
can do about it after the fact.''
Ankney said Dackin first injured his hand
during the final minutes of the Toledo game on
OctM.
He reiniured it in the first quarter of the
Eastern Michigan contest two weeks ago.
Dackin, who leads the Mid-American Conference in passing, will start the final home game
of his career Saturday against Kent State.
When Dackin departs, the quarterback position would seem to be wide open for 1990. But
Ankney said as of now White has the advantage.
"We hope he doesn't lose confidence. He's a
good quarterback," Ankney said. "Right now,
he's the quarterback of our future. We as coaches have to keep building him up."
D D D
Starting left offensive tackle Matt Kregal, a
sophomore, injured his knee on the next to last
elay Saturday. He had surgery Tuesday mornig and will miss the remainder of the season,
Ankney said.
Kregal was illegally blocked on the play and
the Miami player was flagged for a l£yard
penalty.
"It was unnecessary. There was no reason to
block (Kregal)," Anknev said.
Right tackle Tom Addle, a senior, will move
to the left side to replace Kregal and redshirt
freshman Vemon Williams will start in Addie's
place, Ankney said.

Ruggers cruise past Kent State Zimmer named
manager of year

by Steve Evasion
sports writer

After losing three straight games. Bowling Green Rugby's 'A'
team was experiencing a great deal of frustration.
Kent State University was the perfect solution for the ruggers to
end their three-game losing streak and end their frustration as they
exploded for a 66-0 victory over KSU. The victory was the most
points that the rugby team had ever scored against a first division
team. The 'A' team's record now stands at 2-3 in the Ohio Conference
and 5-6 overall.
There was no doubt from the outset who was the better team as the
ruggers rolled to a 36-0 halftime lead. Randy Schott scored the first
three tries and conversions for the ruggers to make the score 18-0. In
the second half, it was much of the same as Schott added two more

tries three more conversions.
__.
.
,
in tne process oi accumulating live tries and seven conversions,
Schott tied two club records for most points in a game (34) and most
tries in a game (5).
In addition to Schott's spectacular scoring day, the ruggers
received two tries from Scott Beaverson, and one try apiece from
Tim Yokules, Kevin O'Reilly, Brock Hoover, and Bob Schweizer.
Coach Roger Mazzarella was extremely pleased with the dominating victory.
We went back to the basics this week, and we had three excellent
practices. It showed in the game today as everything was clicking."
The B' team continued the ruggers' domination of KSU with a 30-0
triumph as they raised their Ohio Conference record to 3-1-1 and 9-2-1
overall.
The 'C team was victorious also as Dwight Baker and Mark Colclessor each scored a try in the 8-6 victory.

NEW YORK (AP) — Don
Zimmer was named National
League Manager of the Year
Tuesday for leading the Chicago
Cubs to the East Division title,
his first championship as a
manager.
Zimmer, who was run out of
Boston for not leading the Red
Sox to a division title in the late
1970's, received 23 of 24 first-

place votes from a panel chosen
by the Baseball Writers Association of America. San Francisco's Roger Craig, a close friend
and former teammate of Zimmer, got the other first-place
vote.
"You feel like you want to
share it with everybody who
played a part," Zimmer said.
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Seniors?
Which group are you in?

Those pictured in the 1990 KEY.
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Those not.

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memories!!
Second portrait session is underway NOW!
Don't be left out!
Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality
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Wyche looks to

. MAC Notes

Receiving duo makes history bend rules again
While Bowling Green was the victim of Miami's first win in 20 tries
last Saturday, three Falcons set new Mid-American Conference
standards for years to come.
Ron Heard and Reggie Thornton are the first teammates in MAC
history to each total 2,000 receiving yards for a career. Heard has
caught 124 passes for 2,204 yards, while Thornton, who passed the
2,000 yard-mark Saturday, has 149 receptions for 2,084 yards.
Heard is tied for 12th on the MAC career reception list, and fifth in
conference career receiving yardage. Thornton is third on the MAC
career reception list and seventh in career receiving yardage.
BG quarterback Rich Dackin became just the third player in MAC
history to pass for more than 6,000 yards. Dackin threw for 231 yards
against the Redskins to raise his total to 6,086.
He climbed past former Falcon standout Mark Miller into third
C" ce on the MAC career passing yardage list. BG's Brian McClure
ds the conference mark of 10,280, while Toledo's Gene Swick is
second at 7,267.

□ □ a

Heading into November, four teams remain in contention for the
MAC Championship and the berth to the California Raisin Bowl that
goes with it.
First place Eastern Michigan suffered its first MAC loss last Saturday, but remains in first place with a 5-1 league record, followed
by Ball State and Central Michigan at 4-1, and UT at 4-2.
The two teams tied for second place — BSU and CMU — control
their own destiny as far as gaining the California Raisin Bowl berth,

while the first place Hurons do not.
EMU (6-2-1 overall) has two games remaining. This Saturday the
Hurons host the Redskins, while the next week they travel to BSU. In
order to gain its second MAC Championship in three years, the Hurons need not only to win their games, but hope the Chippewas lose or
tie at least once.
A key game takes place this Saturday when CMU and BSU clash in
Muncie, Ind. The Cardinals face another tough task the following
week as they host EMU.
UT has also appeared in the conference's fuzzy bowl bid picture.
The Rockets received a break when the Chippewas knocked off EMU
last week. If Toledo wins its two remaining MAC games, and the
winner of the BSU-EMU game loses once, then Toledo is assured a
tie for the championship. In this scenario, UT will win most Cal Bowl
tie-breakers involving CMU and BSU, but will lose the head-to-head
tie with EMU.
D □ D
UT quarterback Kevin Meger and CMU tailback Donnie Riley
have been selected as co-winners of MAC Offensive Player of the
Week honors, while MU safety Scott Barnett is the MAC Defensive
Player of the Week.
Meger, a redshirt freshman, replaced injured starter Mark Melfi
early in the second quarter with the Rockets trailing 7-3 to Kent
State. Meger rushed 14 times for 87 yards and three touchdowns. He
also completed nine of IS passes for 153 yards and another touchdown as UT won the game, 47-42.

Metcalf playing key role
BEREA, Ohio (AP) — Running back Eric Metcalf isn't
surprised that he has become a
focal point of the Cleveland
Browns' offense midway
through his rookie season.
"It's something that I'm used
to and don't think about much.
Since I began to play football,
I've been expected to make big
plays," Metcalf said as the
Browns began to prepare for
Sunday's game against the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
It doesn't surprise me, because if the Browns didn't expect me to make a big impact,
they wouldn't have made me
their first draft pick.''
The Browns traded four draft
picks — including their first
round pick and 20th overall in
the draft — to the Denver Broncos for the pick used to obtain

Metcalf from the University of
Texas with the 13th overall
selection.
They have been rewarded
with a player who provides them
with more diversified skills at
the running back position than
any Brown since Greg Pruitt in
the 1970s.
"We're learning more and
more about what we can do with
Eric Metcalf," Cleveland head
coach Bud Carson said. "We're
smart enough to get him the ball
in different ways, and teams will
have to pay attention to him
wherever we line him up."
Metcalf draws opposing defenses towards him wherever he
goes with or without the ball.
The Browns took advantage of
this to utilize him in three of the
four trick plays they worked in
last Sunday's 28-17 victory over

the Houston Oilers.
Metcalf was handed the football as the middle man on Bernie Kosar's 80 yard touchdown
pass on the fleaflicker play to
Webster Slaughter and caught a
25-yard pass from Kosar off a
double reverse after taking a
handoff from the quarterback to
start the play. He also threw a
32-yard touchdown pass to a
wide open Reggie Langhorne on
the halfback option.
"Basically they're doing the
same things with me that I did in
college," Metcalf said. "I
caught the ball, ran the ball and
threw it."
Despite Metcalf's heroics, he
has averaged only 3.3 yards per
running attempt, with 290 yards
in 87 carries, and his 26 pass receptions have been good for only
140 yards.

Metcalf, whose father Terry
was a star running back with the
St. Louis Cardinals and Washington Redskins, believes
those figures will improve as he
and the offensive line become
more familiar with each other.
"When I came here, I wasn't
comfortable with the offense. I
didn't know where the holes
would be. I found myself cutting
too early or cutting too late.

offense's changes. Wyche said
the Bengals quick-snapped
against the Buccaneers to find
out what the officials consider a
reasonable time.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Sam
Wyche is at it again.
Wyche, the creator of the Cincinnati Bengals' no-huddle
offensive attack, is testing a new
NFL rule intended to limit his
quick-snap tactic for catching
opponents unprepared.

"What we were going to do
was leave it up to the officials to
make the decision," said Wyche,
in his sixth season as the Bengals' head coach. "We don't know
what the rules are there. It's a
judgment call. The only way
we'll know what to do is to find
out, to go ahead and see at what
point you can snap the ball and
at what point they're going to
call it back. So we found out.

Twice during a 56-23 victory
Sunday over Tampa Bay, Wyche's offense made substitutions
and then lined up quickly and
snapped the ball as the Buccaneers were in the process of
changing defensive players.
A rule passed over the winter
says defenses should be allowed
"a reasonable amount of time"
to substitute in response to an

The Bengals found out they
have almost as much freedom
as last year.

• ••F 'MflMEm CATCH m • ••
BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TQieOO'SBi 31 CONIACJ t I YEQUkSS

FREE

GAS t'f iif.il Ami
i I MSI S (BOSTON II)

COI DCHM.1ICAL Kit
WITH PURCHASE OF
CONTACT 1 I NS| 5

s

11988

Mil <>< Al
PI A'.IK I
' TANOARO

$

99?

(•LAS IlC '(IfiMl
STANDARD
sc HATCH COATI D

25%°"

$7'488

$54

■tyrddi

TOUDO
JlSSWSytwiU

^VBurlin
'o-Burlington Optical ~
382-2020

16161

471-1 IB

351-2533

£\ft\CS

"Now we've been together
eight weeks, and we feel that the
timing is getting better, that we
know what to expect from each
other," Metcalf said.
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No one thought a rebel
like Joe Slovak would make it
through medical school.
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But they didn't know Joe.

DONT MISS IT!
Shows al 7:15 & 9:15 pm

P«°°

Wed. - Ladies Night
Thurs. - College I.D. Night
Sun. - 18 & OVER

welcomes you to join
us for breakfast

$2.45

Now Appearing . . .

Mon. - Thur.
1720 E. Wooeter
(acroa* from the stadium)
352-7000

88*

tt

THERESA HARRIS"
2518 S. Reynolds Rd.
867-9123

Hour.:
San ■ Thar.
6 a.an. • 9 p.m.
Fri. • Sat.
6 a.m. - IO p.m.

save
onyour
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The BG News "

Classified Information
Mail-in Form

DEADLINE:

Two day* prior to puoecatkxi. 4 pm.
(rhe BO New*» not responsible tor postal service Oelsys]

PATES:

per srj are 70- per Ine. M to minimum.
55* extra per ad lor betd lace
Approximately 35-45 spaces per me.

PREPAYMENT:

» required lor al non-university related businesses and MMdusH

NOTICE:

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1" or 2" ads
f (6 trie maximum)
2" (16 ana maximum)

SO 25 per insertion
$12 45 per insertion

T7ie BG Newt wal not be reeponaJbie lor error due to tegtoatty or .ncorr-piete inforrnation Please coma to 214
Waal Hal tmmedtaOey f there is an error m your ad. Tha 00 tVewa wti not be reeponaabte lor typc-grapr*-*,
errors h casssmsd BOS for more than two consecutive insertions
The 6X3 News reserves the right to r a lease the names of inoWduaJs who piece advertising In Trie BG Maws.
The decision on whether to release this Information shal ba made by the rnsnagernent of The BG Mews The
purpose of tnis poecy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may ba cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (print)
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

PHONE #

(For billing purposs* only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACT/. V how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

B.G. Ring
$

$

30&F 50&F
10KGold

■10-3TM

14K Gold

lOOrS

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:

18K Gold

Greatest Savings Ever on your BG. Ring from
HerffJones. 3 Big Days, November 2, 3 & 4 at
the BEE GEE Bookstore
1424 E. Wooster St.
•10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
$25.00 Deposit Reguirea
Parents Weekend Savingsl

Campus a City Events*

Wanted

. Lost and Found

Help Warned

RUea

.For Sale

Services Ottered

For Rent

. Personate

* Campua/Clty Event ads ere published tree at chenee tor one day lor a non-prom event or meetmg only

Dates to appear

Total number of days to appear

Mail to: (On or Off-Carnput I
The BQ News
214 West Hat
BOSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payed* to (Tie BG
Phones 372-2*01
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Classifieds

November 1,1989

Women In Communication Inc.

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

I |otn us Thursday. Nov 2 al 7:30pm In
114 Education Our Speaker w*J be a repre
eentattve horn Barbizon who we* discuss "Preearning Yourself " New members are always
welcomel

• ATTENTION SPANISH CLUB •
No Crxiveraatlon Hoofs TonM!
They've been changed lo
90O Weonoedey Nov 8lfi
at DiBenerJettos

World Student Association invites you to loin us
In visiting The Amlsh Community on (Set.)
Nov 11 Depart from Union Oval at 7 00am
Sign up sheet available at Intl Lounge (411
South Hal) Dateline (Thurs ) Nov 9 by
4:30pm. More inlo. contact Jasmin at
372-3169 (afterBOOpm)

• FMA ' FMA ' FMA '
Meeting Nov. 1 at
7:45 pm In the McFall Assembly Room
• FMA • FMA • FMA ■

"Get the Scoop' on Portfolios
Speaker: Helena Weinberger
Monday. Nov 6. 7 30pm. 300 Moaeley
Sponsored by EESAB

• -The Young Executive Club* ■
Every Wednesday Night
7 30 room 11 2 tt»
Open to all majors! Fr-Srl!

"OPENING NEW DOORS TO OUR FUTURE'
OS.E.A Seminar'89
November 111989
Applications outside 410 Education
Due November 3, 1989
OS E A Seminar'89

A special openaha/e Coaoqutum featuring
Native American Dancer, artist and storyteller
JERHV PIGEON and internationally acclaimed
atoryteHer BROTHER BLUE Friday Nov 3 An
aacittng opportunity to hear, share and speak
with these drstlngurahed artists at UCF Center)comer ot Thorshn and Ridge) Free and open to
H.

LOST & FOUND

ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS PERKINS LOANS OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING B G S U AT THE END
OF FALL SEMESTER. 1SS9. SHOULD CALL
THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372-8112
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXJT
INTERVIEW

FOUND ladies wriatwatch Oct 1. 89 near
Troup & Wooater
To claim call
(304455-3751) or write Bob Hat. Rt 1 Box
134, Proctor, W. VA a Identify. I wll send to
you.

ATTENTION SIOMA DELTA PI MEMBERS
Meeting. Thursday. Oct. 26th
6 30pm 309 Moaeley Hal

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER * 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies

ATTENTION GROUP PRESIDENTS
It's not too late to gel your group photo In the
yearbook Call Tannaat the KEY 372 8086. to
schedule a time lor a photo

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Can BG PREGNANCY CENTER
al 354 HOPE
For mfo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services

Attention anyone who ordered a
TEACHER'S BAG
or any other mer chandlae
thru O SEA
Pick up your orders NOW in 410 ED

PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS!
You wi receive financial aid or your money
back! GUARANTEED! Scholarship Consultants.
7401C Louisburg. Raleigh. NC 27604
919-876-7891

ATTENTION SOCIOLOGY MAJORS * MINORS
The Student Sociology Association Is sponsoring a Student-Faculty Mixer on Thura. Nov. 9
S-Spm In 207 Williams TIM is an excellent opportunity to learn more about your Major and to
meet others in your Field Pteeee plan to atland"

Typing
$1.35 per page
354-0371

ATTENTION SENIORS
Don'I mlaa your chance to be m the yearbook!
Can the KEY at 372-8086 to schedule an appointment lor your senior pictures It's only $5
to be in the book and fust takes about 15
minutes Pictures are being taken now through
Nov. 17 Special late sittings lor Student teachers

Typing done on a word processor 20 yrs experience typing books, theses, disertations
Can 353-1602

PERSONALS

ATTENTION FMA MEMBERS
Don't mlaa your yearbook group photo on nov
1 al 8pm The Picture will be taken m the asacrnbly room ol Mctall

Wednesdays Is Lady's Night at Summers
Al Juice drinks a Schnapps on special
Come dance on our new dance floor.

ATTENTION ORIENTATION BOARD
Don I rnras your yearbook croup photo on Nov
1 al 5pm Meel on the 2nd Door ol the Student
Services Building
ATTENTION THETA ALPHA PHI
Don't miss your yearbook group photo on Nov
laiepm Meet in the Eva Marie Sent Theater

• • • CANCELLED * * *
SBX Side - Wall sale has been canceled for
Thura Nov 2 thru Set Nov 4* • • CANCELLED • • •

Come support O S E A and satisfy your sweet
tooth tool
BAKE SALE NOV 8
1 st Floor Education
9 30-2:30

* AOTT's/Beta'a *
Great Job at Freeze Frame!'!
* GLAMOUR BOY *
from
' VEQREVILLE. ALBERTA '
I hope you score Against U of Ml
JS

Don't forget 10 sign up lor the S.O.L.D. Leaderahrp Development Workshop. BGSU. More then
lust Books, held in 307 Henna Hal al 7 00 p m
on Oct 31 » Nov 1 Make reservations by
atopping by 405 Student Servicea For further
Wo eel 372-2843
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
Meeting Tonight 9 00pm
202 MEMORIAL HALL.
See You There"

"I thank

•Hey. Laura Whiten*
Phill 3
God In every rememberance of
you'"Love Ya.
Secret Pumpkin

■ ON SATURDAY NOVEMBER 4 *
DO NOT BE IN THE BARS!
BE BEHIND WITH AN ALPHA XII
•JAILBREAK*
* WELLNESS CHALLENGE *
YOU'RE DOING GREAT DR. KOMANS!
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORKI
* STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER *
** PI PHI ALPHA XI **
SherwnieLee
Come back over anytime especially for frozen
yogurt and Grease.Love, your roommates In
apt 3
* * * KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA * ■ •
A month to go
The Pi Phis are excited to celebrate Monmouth
withalotyoul

See Student Don Pond debate "his Ward One
City Council opponent professor Jim Davidson
121 WEST HALL
7:30PM
THURSDAY, NOV. 2
Sponsored by the BG News and Pi Sigma Alpha; Political Science Honorary

Ward One Include! the University and the area
surrounding. This fall the Ward One City Council seat is up for grabs Candidates student Don
Pond and professor Jim Davidson wfl debate THURSDAY NOV.2
121 WEST HALL
7:30PM

DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE
Professor Jim Davidson
Councilman, student Don Pond
Nov 2, 121 West Hal. 7:30pm
DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE

E

^DELIV

354-LATE
MOVIES, NINTENDO, VCR'S

MON - WED SPECIALS

AOTT * ANDREA ERVEN * AOTT
I'm so happy thai you're my Big! Thanks lor
everything!Alpha love and Mine,
ur Heather
AOTT * AOTT * AOTT
Catch the Spirlli
AOTT * AOTT * AOTT
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
LAURA HANES
I'M SO GLAD YOU ARE MY UL
YOU BIG TRUDY
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
ATTENTION THETA ALPHA PHI
Don't Mlaa your Yearbook Group photo on Nov
1 at 6pm meet in the Eva Marie Saint Theater
ATTENTION FMA MEMBERS

«

Don't misa your yearbook group photo on Nov
1 at 8pm. The Picture wU be Taken In Ihe assembly room ol McFall
ATTENTION ORIENTATION BOARD
Don't miss your yearbook group photo on Nov.
I at 5pm. Meet on the 2nd Floor of the Student
Servicea Bunding.
ATTENTION SENIORS
Don't Mlaa your chance to be MI the yearbook i
Call the KEY at 372-8086 to schedule an appointment lor your senior pictures It's only S5
to be in the book and Just takes about 15
minutes Pictures are being taken now through
Nov 17 Special late sittings for Student teachers.
ATTENTION JOB HUNTERSI
II you volunteered to complete a survey during
pre registration lor interviews PLEASE return it
to David Hyat through campus mat
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA

DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE
Prolessor Jrm Davidson
Councilman/Student Don Pond
Nov 2. 121 West Hall. 7 30pm
DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE

•ATTENTIONTHERE ARE 1 00 WANTED CRIMINALS
ON THE LOOSE' FIND THEM FOR
ALPHA XI DELTA
•JAILBREAK*
•SATURDAY*
Bring your parents to DRY DOCK and let them
dance to the music they grew up with Our DJ
wll play everyones favorite 50-60'a tunes
Open 9pm-1am Located in Harshman Quad
No Cover Not D ■SO's-tO'snlte*
* The very personal personals Irom WFAL come
to 31 West Hal a III out your contracMMonday.
Wednesday, and Friday 10:30-12:30)
To be read Monday thru Friday at 4.30-6.30
$2.00 per personal advertisement (2-3 lines
long)
Haven't you always wanted to hear your personal on the radio?
No last names to be read on Ihe air
•Wanted lor Arrest*
100 Rail. Handsome. Charming.
Generous. Sincere. Fun. and
Intelligent MEN. lor the
Alpha xi'a
'Jaabreak'
18 and over Dance Party
Tonight at Stammers
Under 21 $2 00 cover
21 & Ever always free.

December 1 is Monmouth Duo the only place to
be is with a PI Phi or a Kappa date the Arrow
and the Key
DEE-GEE CAR STUFF CHAMPS:
WAS THERE ANY DOUBT
WHO WOULD WIN???
Congrats on a fob wel done"
Love, your Sigma Nu Coaches
Eric, Todd, Jrm, and Oaryl
EAGLESHADOW
A Native Voice
Otfenhauer Lobby
6:30 PM Thursday
Every Mon-Fri 8-10 PM
WBGU8S.1FM
The best in R ft B. Rap and Dance Music
In Northwest Ohio

POWER

aa

Fiji's and Gamma Phi's
Congratulations on a successful phtlanthropyiThesiatersolAOTT
Find out about LAGA's activities or what's going
on in the gay community learn the answers to
questions you might have about homosexuality
Cat the Gay/Lesbian Information Line at
352-LAGA Mondays. Wedneadaya, and Fridays lorom 7-10pm.
Girl From Pittsburgh Man who helped you at
Sohk) on Sept 15 sWI interested In Formally
meeting you II interestd Call John at
353-9300 Belore 5.00pm
Hey ALPHA PHI OMEGA
The fun la lust beginning We've had a fantastic
year so tar Keep up Ihe great work and get
payched tor the exerting events still to come!
KD 111'Emily Brown KD
You are an awesome Little.
I'm so glad you're mine1
I hop your birthday waa
thebeetl
KD Love ft Al ol Mine.
Big Amy

ADOPTION: Happily married couple of 14 yra
We promise your child a loving home ft financial
security Devoted stay al home Mom, caring
Dad ft one big sister. Al medical ft legal expenses paid Call collect (419) 822-9288

KKG CHERIKKG
Te es ma tres bon arrve. Our?
Cheri-I m so excited to have you aa my big
You're a great Iriend. ft I know we'll make a
great pair! Luv ya, Lisa

Alpha Phi KARI Alpha Phi
Roses are red
Forget-me-nots are blue
I'm so excited
Thai my big is you'
I love my Big - KIM

Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like 10 make S500-S1000
lor a one week on campus marketing project
Musi be organized and hard working CaU Val or
Myraal 1-800-592-2121

1 MOVIE DELIVERED
Every Tuesday
Rent 2 2" FREE
3 movies delivered $5.19

$5.00
$2.69

M-Th
Fri
Sat
Sun

4:30-12:00
4:30- 1:00
2:00- 1:00
2:00-12:00

FREE MEMBERSHIP

Fun Food, Fun Times,
For Fun People
104 S. Main

353-0988
Every Monday Jazz Nite
Featuring This Week: Dan Faehnle Quartet
Every Tuesday Progressive Nite
A Different Band Featured Each Week
Every Wednesday Blues Nite
Featuring This Week: Art & Roman Griswald
and the Organics
Every Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Classic Rock Nite
Featuring: Groovemasters NOV. 3, 4,5
by Fred Wright

Welcome to the Real World
-Y-VM
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ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men* Women)

Omega
MR TURTLESURPRISE!!!
I LOVE YOU!!!
FOREVER-PRETTY GIRL
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBQU88.1 MON-FRI 8- 10P.M
POWER 88
Randy Hernandez
Slg Ep'a want to say
" Thankyou for everything "
SlgEp
SlgEp
SlgEp
ROBIN SEAL
FOUR MORE DAYS
GOOD LUCK
LOVE. JON
Scott Sltknltt*
Conrats on a greet
Haunted House and being
Slg Ep Brother of the weak
P.S.ThankaXO'a
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
The Brotherea ol Theta CN would eke to congratulate Geotl Knapp and the Bowling Green
Lacrosse team on winning the Falcon Cup last
weekend. Good job Lexers'
To my Sweetie.
Happy #22'Surprise!
Can't wart ton the weekend. I hope you axe your
present(s)? Thanx lor being mmo Luv-yalota.
Princess xoxo!
PS Mom always did like you best!

Thanks to everyone who helped make FRIGHT
NIGHT a trighttuly good lime'ZBT ZBT ZBT

ZBTZBT

The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wtl be accepting appucatlona for apprenticeship from November 6,
1989 through November 17, 1989. Appacationa wa* be available at the Apprenticeahip
Training Center. 803 Lime City Road. Roeslord. Oreo (behind Local 8) from 1:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m. on the hour, Monday through Friday
If you are at least 18 years of age, have suecessluHy completed one year ol high achool algebra or a poet high school algebra course,
have e high school diploma or GED and are In
good health, you qualify lo apply lor and Program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON.
Recruitment, detection, employment and training of apprentices is done without discrimination due to race, reagron, color, national origin or aex.
Finance and Accounting students needed for
Spring position In Elyria. Soph. Jr. or Sr. with
2.7 GPA can eem $1200-1400imonth. Call
372-2411 If Interested.
mi My name Is Andrew and I need a loving.
exp person to take care of me tul-trme al my
house when my Mommy does beck to work in
January Please send letter giving exp. and ret
to 835 Sand Ridge. BG OH 43402
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo
Summer. Yr.round. Al Countries. Al llelde Free
Info Write UC. PO 8x 52-Corona Del Mar CA
92625 OH 03
Sophomorea. Juniors or Seniors in envtromentaj sciences, biology chemistry or education
needed lor a aprlng aemeeter internship with
the Cleveland Metroparks Intern wll assist
Natural Resources Staff m the implementation
of Natural Resource Management Programs A
valid driver's license la required. Pays
$4 50$6 00/hr For more information stop try
238 Administration or cal Co-op al 372-2451.

FOR SALE

AK\P\

1971 Pontlac Lemana - 4 door. 47,000 mHea
Mint Cond Beat Offer. Cell 353-9584 or
352-0011.
1978 Pontlac Bonnevile Reliable Beat Offer.
CaU 3540613

WANTED
1978 ThundertUrd
$800.00 1-867-3419 (Maumee)
1 Female roommate needed
Forrest Apts., Own Bedroom
$190/mo Pis Cat 353-9830
1 lemate roommate lo ahare nice apartment
with two girls. Only $148.00 a month. Can
354 3473 ask lor Beth. Kelly, or Stacey
1 Female to aubleaae. Aval Immed Very close
to campus. Own room in New house CaU
353-5590
1 or 2 Female Roommates needed lor spring.
May rent paid-No deposit
AHutr[ bulelec paid can Juli353-8319
2 or 1 lemaJe roommates needed lo share apt
Good location Czaltoon 353-6335
Female needed lo sublease Spring '90
Campus Manor: Furnished
Cal 353-8482
Female Non-Smoking Roommate needed IMMEDIATELY Comlortabie two bedroom Apartment. Close to Campus CaU Alter 8pm
3520333
Female Roommate Needed for Spring
Nice Apartment • Cheep Rent.
Cal 352-3199
Female Roommate needed aa soon aa possible. $125/month New Apartments Cal
354-6072 or (6141 389-5042
Gred or Undergrad- 1 non-smoking male roomete needed lor quiet 2 bdrm Apt. in spring-no
security dep Cal lodd 352-8461 til 4pm
353 6250alter 4:00pm
HELPI WE'RE ORAOUATINGI
Clean, furnished. 2 bdrm.. apt., scorss Irom
campus • needs subteasers for Spring 1990
Cal 353 9563
Needed 2 people to sublease house lor spring
semester '90 Across the street Irom campus.
$130amonth 353-8047
NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To ahare house with 3 girts lour houses Irom
campus Fal and Spring Semester. Contact
LynnorKeley 353-7407
Rmte Headed for Spring of '90. Own room.
Rent Is $200/mo Plus gas. siec. ft Phone.
3533950

1981 Pontlac Grand Prix U
loadedl Exceeenl Condrtlonl $2195
353-8877
1988 Pontlac Flero, automatic. Wtcruise-airAM/FM cassette ft more. This car is Immaculate only 12.000 miles A must see car
$8250 00 Cal Aessa 353-9474
Airline llckel to Tampa Florida over Thanksgiving: depart 11/21 return 11/26 Furniluro records, and books lor sale
353-9568
Alpna Romeo Convertible
1973 Classic. British Racing
Green Open to offers
Cal 1-385-8512
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Forda. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevya. Surplus Buyers Guide
1-602-838-8885 EXT A4244
For Sale
Sansui Receiver with Turntable Sanyo Dual
Cassette Deck Marantz speakers Make iotfer
After 5pm 353 9525
For Sale. Jeep CJ-7
Very good oondrSon ■ $5,500
Cat Justin 353-8093
Great Student Car-1985 Renault Alliance
Super condition. 38 mpg $1900
Call

354-0420
IBANE2 - Artist Guitar
Sunburst, w/onboard elect 450 00
B.C. Rich Mockingbird. White

W/ Whammy Bar $300 00
Cal Den, 354-1792
Model 4p Computer with Software $300 or
Beet Offer Cal 372-3434 ask lor Jamie
Rossignal Equlppe Skis 180's Marker 36 Bindings. Lange Boots Womane 7. Make Offer
Kmqsize Waterped Can 352 8279
'79 Toyota Carols, air. AM/FM cassette.
sheepskin seat covers $500 353-4431.

Someone lo aubleaae my efficiency In Downtown BG lor Spring Semester Call 353-9467
Sublease immediately
Nice downtown apt available

Open 7 Days A Week

VCR and 1 MOVIE DELIVERED

LOUSIMONE
Congratulations on your paining to Delta Zeta
Hetdl Haver. From The Brothers ol Alpha Tau

ZBTZBTZBTZBTZBT

VIDEO DELIVERY TO
ate
BOWLING GREEN
Nit*:
idea [-f 118 S. ENTERPRISE

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Not only do we aeow It
we encourage rt I
• • ATO * *

FOR RENT

353-9558
Waffled Brand new apartment 114 S Mam AvaiBPIe lor sublease Call Matt 352 2440
Wanted students for nutrition
Education Program who show bulimic patterns
Cal Jacquie 363-3511 after 9pm

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION ■ HIRING! Government Jobs - your
area
$17,840 $69,485. Call
1 -602-838-8885 EXT R 4244
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,000/yeer Income potential. De
BHa [1)802 838 8885 Exl Bk4244.
Bartenders Needed * Private Club
Inquire 8am-11 am Mon through Fn
352-1811. aak for Tom or Deb
BE ON T.V. many needed lor commercials.
Now hiring el ages For casting info. Cal (615)
779-7111 Ext. T-461
Cleveland area company needs sophomorea or
juniors in marketing, general business. IPCO or
technical writing lor a spring aemeeter Internship Wll work lor Information Servicea and
Strategic marketing departments. Paya
$1100/irronth. For more information stop by
238 Az-mWetratlon or cal co-op at 372-2451
CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring al poeMona. Both
Skaed and unsMUd. For mtormation Cal (615)
779-5507 Ext. H-210

1 bdrm. furnished apt available Spring seme In
excellent condition and (or qutet people. Cal
Carolyn 354 3953
1 ferrule needed to sublease apt for Spring
aemeeter Not tar Irom campus $l62/mo 1
bedroom, large apt
Cal Petti or Beth
354-8239
2 Bdrm. Unfum. Apt.
Newly remodeled. Avail Dec 18th
Call 354-4735
A turn efftcl apt. avaasc.o for the Spring
semester tor sublease $200'month plus util
depoalt already paid Please cal 354-2628
Efficiency apt. for sublease walking distance
from campus. $2107 month. All utilities paid.
Available immediately. Lease ends 5-15-90.
Call 353-4374
Nearly new large 2 bdrm. 1 112 bathe, unfum.
apt Stove, refhg & dishwaaher Included. Avalable now starting at $400'montti
Cal John Newtove Reel Estate 354-2260
WANTED: 1 Female roommate for Spring
S-ameater Located on Frazee Cal Metisa
353-7441.
wmthrop Terrace apartments are now taking
appBcattona for Spring and Fal 90 leases 1 &
2 bedroom apartments avertable Three great
locations, heet Included, memtenence, laundry,
etc. Cal 3620135 or come to 400 napoleen
Fid.

School of HPER

COLORADO SKI WEEKEND
Organizational Meeting
Thursday Nov. 2 at 4 PM
200 Memorial Hall

